Extraordinary Nepal & Bhutan

September 10th – 23rd 2020
Beginning in extraordinary Nepal, this land locked wonder is most famous for being the primary home of
the tallest mountain range in the world, the Himalayas. But the country is so much more than the staggering
beauty of earth’s highest reaching limbs. A densely packed culture has been formed here over the millennia
with powerful kingdoms, dedicated spiritual seekers and institutions, amazing food, and real life epics that
no one could believe if they weren’t actually true! Many don’t even realize Nepal is also home to a subtropical jungle home to tigers, rhinoceros, and 68 other majestic mammal species. We’ll visit this corner of
the country too because our camera’s won’t allow us to move on until we do.

To the east separated by a thin state in India is what the locals claim is the happiest country on earth,
Bhutan. It would be a sin to come all the way to this planet’s dramatic eastern lands and not hop across the
border to the magic that is Bhutan. This Buddhist nation lies on the Himalayas’ eastern edge and is chock
full of stunning mountains, towering monasteries, and foreboding fortresses. Shangri-La like valleys rest
below the country’s high peaks creating heaven on earth higher and lower. Join us to meet these joyful
people and perhaps we’ll learn how to enjoy life back home a little more after taking a hint or two from this
incredible country.

The Himalayas
“Filled with extraordinary wildlife, people and, of
course, the highest mountain range on earth; bizarre
snub-nosed monkeys live in frozen forests; Tibetan
monks perform ancient rituals high in the mountains
whilst snow leopards prowl the mountain sides. These
mountains, referred to as the Third Pole, are the
source of some of Asia’s major rivers and also help to
regulate our planet’s climate. For centuries people
here have developed a unique culture that weaves
nature and people together into the same fabric of life.
The region is the birthplace of the Buddha, and is full

of sacred natural sites such as secret valleys and high mountain lakes that predate ancient Hinduism. The
Himalayas stretch across the northeastern portion of India, cover approximately 1,500 miles, and pass
through the nations of India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, China, Bhutan and Nepal.” Let us start in Nepal… –
From PBS & WWF

Part 1: Nepal (7 Nights)

A mountain lovers paradise, Nepal combines Himalayan views, golden temples,
charming hill villages and jungle wildlife watching to offer one of the world’s great
travel destinations. Admire the peaks over a sunset gin and tonic from a Himalayan
viewpoint, stroll through the medieval city squares of Kathmandu, Patan and Bhaktapur,
and join Tibetan Buddhist pilgrims on a spiritual stroll around centuries-old stupas and
monasteries. Even after the 2015 earthquake, Nepal remains the cultural powerhouse of
the Himalaya; the Kathmandu Valley in particular offers an unrivaled collection of
world-class palaces, hidden backstreet shrines and sublime temple art. – Lonely Planet
B-Breakfast L-Lunch D-Dinner
Day 1, Thursday September 10th: Gateway to Monasteries & Mountains (No meals)
Upon arrival at the Kathmandu International airport (KTM), we’ll be picked up by our
local guide and brought to our charming boutique hotel in the best part of the city. The
remainder of the day is at leisure to relax and explore on your own.
Tonight, feel free to join our Tour
Director for dinner at a highly rated
restaurant for some delicious
Himalayan food. Feel free to grab a
bite on your own instead and get to
bed early to catch up on jet lag.
*Important: We’ll be flying into
AND out of Kathmandu
International airport (KTM) on this
adventure so please book your
flights accordingly. The arrival time
windows needed for the included group transfer will be sent to the group approximately 4
months prior to the trip. *DO NOT book your return flight home on September 23rd
before 11 AM.
Day 2, Friday September 11th: (B, D)
After breakfast this morning we’ll start our first adventure with an intro to the best parts
of this historical city and the surrounding area. First stop is the city itself.

Kathmandu
For many, stepping off a plane into Kathmandu is a pupil-dilating experience, a
riot of sights, sounds and smells that can quickly lead to sensory overload. Whether
you’re barreling through the traffic-jammed alleyways of the old town in a
rickshaw, marveling at the medieval temples or dodging trekking touts in the
backpacker district of Thamel, Kathmandu can be intoxicating and amazing –
Lonely Planet

We’ll make our way to Kumari Chowk, The Temple of the Living Goddess. In the
Kathmandu Valley, young Newari girls called kumaris are worshipped as omnipotent
deities. Kumaris are revered because
they’re believed to have powers of
prescience and the ability to cure the
sick (particularly those suffering from
blood disorders), fulfill specific wishes,
and bestow blessings of protection and
prosperity. Above all, they’re said to
provide an immediate connection
between this world and the divine and
to generate in their devotees maitri
bhavana—a spirit of loving-kindness
toward all. The Kumari Temple is one of many within Durbar Square, the epicenter of
the city. The array of temples is overlooked by the Hanuman Dhoka Palace, the ancient
residence of the Nepalese Royalty.
Moving on we’ll head just outside the city proper to a hill with a mosaic of small chaityas
(shrines) and pagodas temples. This is where the iconic 2000 year old Buddhist Stupa
resides, Swayambhunath. Painted on the
four-sided base of the spire are the allseeing eyes of Lord Buddha overlooking
the holy hill, a mosaic of small chaityas
and pagoda temples. The stupa, which
forms the main structure, is composed of a
solid hemisphere of brick and earth
supporting a lofty conical spire capped by
a pinnacle of copper gilt. Take in the
views and awesome images everywhere
we look.
Moving deeper into Kathmandu Valley,
we’ll arrive at the 2nd of the 3 main cities in this part of the country, Patan. Historically
known as Yala, it’s located on the southern banks of the Bagmati River and is believed to
be the first settlement in the valley established by the Kirat dynasty who ruled for more
than 1,200 years from the 3rd century B.C. We’ll explore the cities amazing collection of
fantastically carved temples, palace
courtyards, water spouts, public baths
and houses with their equally elaborate
wood, stone and metal carvings under
the patronages of the Kirat, Lichivi and
Malla kings. Patan has more than 1,000
temples and monuments dedicated to the
uniquely Nepali mix of Buddhist and
Hindu gods. Patan’s Durbar Square is
one of the seven monument zones that
make up the Kathmandu Valley
UNESCO World Heritage Site.

To finish, we’ll make our way back to the hotel in Kathmandu to freshen up and get
ready for our welcome dinner. Let’s kick off the journey with a feast with new friends
and travel buddies!
Day 3, Saturday September 12th: Nepal’s #1 Adventure Destination (B, D)

Pokhara
With spectacular scenery, adventure activities, accommodation, and food choices
galore, lakeside Pokhara is the perfect place to recharge. The scene is a chilledout version of Kathmandu’s Thamel
neighborhood, stretching along the
shore of a tranquil lake with bobbing
paddle boats. From the lake, and
possibly even from your hotel bed,
you can enjoy a clear view of the
snow-capped mountains, just 15 or
so miles away. – Lonely Planet

This morning we’ll move onto a lakeside
gem with a reputation as Nepal’s top
adventure destination. A short 30-minute
flight takes us right to the city and
bypasses a grueling 7 hour drive that
most backpackers and less fortunate travelers must take. On arrival we’ll be picked up by
our local guide and escorted to the hotel to check-in.
The remainder of the day is open to explore on your own or join one of the optional
adventures below. Tonight, we’ll all reconvene for a tasty dinner together.

Optional Sunset Photo Shoot at Sarangkot Mountain
A 30 minute drive from town, the view is
absolutely stunning and a perfect spot to set
up for sunset. Join our Tour Director for a
little photo shoot atop this mountain at
sunset today.
Inclusions: RT transportation and optional
photo instruction from Tour Director
Price: $12.00 per person

Optional World Peace Pagoda Hike
Japanese Buddhist monks constructed the stupa in 1973 to promote world peace. Its
brilliant white color creates a serene and tranquil atmosphere complimented by the
stunning surrounding landscape. Photograph both panoramic views of the local villages
on one side and the great Himalayan peaks on the other. We’ll also see a nice view of
Phewa Lake and Sarangkot Mountain at the top.

The panoramic hiking loop hike takes
about 2-2.5 hours from the starting point
along a trail through the forest, down to
Phewa Lake and along the Stupa
Walkway. From here there is a steep
stone step option to the top of the hill or a
more gradual option. The trail has a
number of ups and downs, sometimes
with stone steps, and eventually comes to
a steeper section before reaching the
World Peace Stupa Access Road. Here, a
new large dirt road follows the ridge up to
the pagoda itself.
Hike Difficulty: Moderate, 4 miles round
trip
•
•
•

Should be in good hiking condition and can walk uphill for 30+ minutes without
stopping
Trail is generally in good condition, sometimes slightly muddy and slippery
Moderate elevation gain

Inclusions:
-

Round-trip transportation to/from hiking point
Guided hike with local guide and Tour Director

Price: $20.00 per person
Day 4, Sunday September 13th: Pokhara’s Gems (B, D)
This morning we’ll embark for the best of this
“Shangri-La valley” epicenter. First stop is Davis
Falls. Witness a unique waterfall 2 kilometers (1.2
miles) from central Pokhara City believed to have
taken the life of a tourist named Davis who fell down
into the canal and was never found. Some interesting
photos to be taken here, especially if the water is
running heavy (tripod recommended).
What’s also interesting about this area are the
multitude of cave systems that Davis Falls and the
river from where the water flows from. We’ll visit
one of the longest caves in the entire country,
Gupteswor Mahadev Cave. Inside is a massive
stalagmite worshipped as a Shiva Lingam, making it
a venerable place for hundreds of years. On the way
to the “temple” cave, there are shining stones all
around us and rocks that resemble bee hives. Really
cool photos everywhere we look.
Speaking of caves, we’ll check out one more with the same name of a superhero’s home:
the bat cave. This is a really cool place to explore with, you guessed it, a huge black
patch of bats right above us! Don’t forget to close your mouth as you look up, wouldn’t
want to know what guano tastes like…

Moving back toward the city, we’ll
come to Bindebasini Temple standing
proudly atop a hill. This ornate, twotiered temple with its ancient walls
covered in carvings is dedicated to
Goddess Durga; the viewpoint calmly
looks over the bustling city of Pokhara.
The temple happens to be near the Old
Bazaar so after we take in the great
views, we’ll enjoy a quick detour to
shop and explore the interesting wares
of this ancient commercial space.
The last stop for the day will be on the peaceful Lake Fewa (Phewa). A mile long and
the second largest in Nepal, Fewa offers an excellent view of the mountains and their
reflections on glass like water. In addition to the amazing photos we’ll take, enjoy a
calming boat ride on her serene waters with ancient architecture complimenting her
shores and adding to the old world backdrop. Tonight we’ll enjoy dinner together to
reminisce about the exciting day before settling in for a well deserved night’s sleep.
Day 5, Monday September 14th: Wild Beasts in Subtropical Nepal (B, L, D)
We have a big day after breakfast with a stunning drive to an amazing piece of nature. So
amazing, Chitwan National Park has been declared an UNESCO World Heritage site
to help protect the unique and important species that call it home.

Chitwan National Park

This World Heritage–listed reserve protects more than 360 square miles of forests,
marshland, and grassland containing healthy animal populations, making it one
of the best national parks for viewing wildlife in Asia. You’ll have an excellent
chance of spotting one-horned rhinos, deer, monkeys and some of the more than
500 species of birds. If you’re extremely lucky, you may spot a leopard, wild
elephant or sloth bear – though it’s the once-in-a-lifetime chance to spot a majestic
royal Bengal tiger that is the premier attraction. – Lonely Planet

On arrival we’ll check into our unique jungle villas and enjoy the amazing property
immersed among the wonders of Chitwan. Enjoy the feast of local delights tonight with
our group before resting up for tomorrow’s safaris!

Day 6, Tuesday September 15th: In Search of Tigers, Rhinos & Sloth Bears? (B, L,
D)
Tea, coffee, and snacks will wrestle
our weary eyes this early morning so
we can embark on our first safari
game drive. Our boutique lodge is
just outside the park’s gates so in just
a few minutes we’ll be exploring the
jungle to (try and) witness the
beautiful Royal Bengal Tigers, One
Horned Rhinos, AND, if we are
lucky, even a sloth bear! Of course
we cannot leave out the numerous
other unique creatures and birds only
found in this part of the world. After
the morning’s search we’ll return to the lodge for a hearty breakfast and cat nap before a
tasty lunch overlooking the river.
This afternoon we’ll head back out on another Jeep safari for round 2 of this once in a
lifetime exploration. Enjoy a scrumptious dinner tonight reminiscing and sharing photos
of the amazing day.
Day 7, Wednesday September 16th: Options in the Jungle (B)
This morning we’ll have one last
chance to spot the wild and
beautiful beasts of the Chitwan
jungles. On return from the AM
safari there will be some
interesting optional activities to
choose from. (optional details &
pricing TBD)
This afternoon we’ll bid farewell
to magical Chitwan and hop on a
short flight back to Kathmandu.
The remainder of the day is at
leisure. Feel free to explore more of the excellent location around our hotel on your own
or join our Tour Director this evening for dinner at a carefully selected, local eatery.
Sleep well tonight because tomorrow Part 2 of this incredible experience begins.

Part 2: Bhutan (6 Nights)
This “is no ordinary place. It
is the last great Himalayan
kingdom, shrouded in
mystery and magic, where a
traditional
Buddhist culture carefully
embraces global
developments.” “Lanced by
deep ravines and coated with
thick woods, Bhutan has no
traffic lights. Smoking as
well as tobacco products are
illegal, as are hunting and

fishing (except for catch and release). It is forbidden to climb high peaks (where spirits
dwell), and employees must wear traditional clothing—a gho robe for men and kira dress
for women—during work hours. Years ago, Gross National Happiness was identified by
the nation as being more important than Gross National Product (GNP)!” – Excerpts
from Lonely Planet & Forbes
Day 8, Thursday September 17th: Onto the “Happiest Country in the World” (B, L,
D)
After breakfast we’ll check out and make our way to the Kathmandu airport for our short
international flight to Bhutan (included). On arrival, our local guide will greet and take us
to the hotel to check-in and relax. Enjoy lunch with the group and take a rest day or
explore the beautiful surroundings by the hotel. The views of the idyllic valley are not to
be missed and certainly must be
photographed.
Another tasty dinner will be enjoyed
tonight with the group before tomorrow’s
first full day adventure in Bhutan!
Day 9, Friday September 18th: Best of
the Old & the New (B, L, D)

Thimphu
At an elevation of 7600 feet above sea
level, the capital of Bhutan is a blend
of the traditional and modern and
is the only capital in the world without stoplights, relying instead on the elegant
gestures of traffic policemen. The city combines a natural small-town feel with a
new commercial exuberance that constantly challenges the country’s natural
conservatism and Shangri La image. Finding a balance between the esoteric and
espresso – the old and the new – is the key to getting the most out of this
charming city – Lonely Planet

Today we’ll explore Bhutan’s capital. There are some fascinating spots scattered
throughout the city and we’ll start the discovery with a stop at the National Memorial
Chorten. Envisaged by the third king of Bhutan,
His Majesty Jigme Dorji Wangchuck, this landmark
monument to world peace and prosperity is the
beating heart of Thimphu. Completed in 1974 after
his untimely death, it is both a memorial to the Late
King (“The Father of Modern Bhutan”) and a
monument to world peace. The paintings and
statues inside the monument provide deep insights
into the Buddhist philosophy.
Next up is an Indigenous Hospital. This
fascinating healthcare space specializing in herbal
medicine discovered over thousands of years is a
testament to human curiosity, discovery, and
determination to better the life of our species. Of
particular interest is yartsa goenbub (cordyceps) –
the high-altitude cure-all 'Himalayan Viagra', which
is actually a caterpillar that has been mummified by
a fungus. The curious 'worm-root' sells for up to
$25,000 per kilogram in China!

From here we move onto a traditional handmade paper factory. About 1,500 times a
day, one by one and all by hand, a wooden frame with a bamboo screen filter is dipped
into a vat of pulp and starch mixture,
swished around to allow a thin layer of
the mixture to spread out evenly over
the screen, and is transferred to a table
where the screen is carefully removed
to result in a single sheet of Bhutanese
paper. A fascinating process to witness
and photograph, we’ll also have the
opportunity to buy beautiful samples
of this timeless tradition that is long
gone in most of the modern world.
Moving on, we’ll make our way to the
Nunnery at Zilukha. This modern nunnery, also called Drubthob Goemba, was founded
by a later reincarnation of Druthob Thangtong Gyalpo or Drubthob Chakzampa; in the
15th century, he was known all over the Tibetan Buddhist world for building iron bridges.
He is also considered the father of Tibetan Opera. This is the biggest nunnery in Bhutan
and is a good place to photograph and interact with the ladies to gain insight into what it
takes and feels like to be a Bhutanese Buddhist Nun.
After a tasty lunch, we’ll visit the School of Fine Arts and Zangtopelri Lhakhang, the
handicraft emporium. Here young students learn traditional arts and crafts known as zo
rig chusum (the thirteen crafts). At the emporium we can wander around the shops to see
varieties of textiles, thangkha paintings, masks, jewelry and more. Not a bad place to do
some holiday shopping!

Our last stop this afternoon is Tashichodzong, a beautiful Buddhist monastery and
fortress on the northern edge of the city. Dzongs (fortresses) are traditionally built
without nails or written plans. Tashichodzong houses the local monks in summer and is
the seat of the country’s government. Even the king's offices are inside this particular
dzong. There is a picturesque cantilever bridge below the dzong which makes for a great
photo of the fortress, river, and mountains.
We’ll enjoy dinner back at the hotel
before a well deserved nights sleep after
this eventful day.
Day 10, Saturday September 19th:
Fertility Temples & 108 Beautiful
Stupas! (B, L, D)
En route to Punakha today we’ll pass
by the Druk Wangyel Chortens (108
beautiful stupas). A stop to photograph
and take in the stupas and the Dochula
Pass will be in order. If the weather is

clear, we’ll get the most spectacular view of the entire eastern Himalayan mountain
range!
Further along we’ll stop for those who want to go on an optional hike to the Chimi
Lhakhang Temple, also known as the Temple of Fertility ". It is widely believed that
couples who want children should pray here and are usually blessed with a child soon
after. If we’re lucky, we’ll get to witness a couple perform the traditional and unusual
ceremonies in hopes of a family just over the horizon.
The moderate 45 minute trek leads
across rice paddies to the tiny settlement
of Pana, which actually means "field". It
then follows a tiny stream downhill to
Yoaka and across more fields before
making a short climb to the temple. The
trek itself is a real highlight of the
experience with spectacular landscapes in
every direction.
Situated on a grassy knoll in the center of the valley, Chimi Lhakhang is dedicated to
Lama Drukpa Kuenley, who in the late 15th century used humor, songs, and outrageous
behavior to dramatize his teachings.
His unique style resulted in his pupils
dubbing him the "Divine Madman”.
After exploring the temple grounds,
we’ll make our way through the fields
back to our vehicle to continue to our
final destination.
After arriving in Punakha this
afternoon, we’ll check into our hotel
and the remainder of the day is at
leisure before we reunite for dinner
together as a group.

Punakha
The former capital “sits in a sultry, fertile and beautiful valley at the junction of
the Mo Chhu (Mother River) and Pho Chhu (Father River). Commanding the river
junction is the gorgeous Punakha Dzong, perhaps Bhutan’s most impressive
building.” A regal yet peaceful aura still surrounds the small city “and the low
altitude of the valley allows two rice crops a year, while oranges and bananas are
in abundance”. – Lonely Planet

Day 11, Sunday September 20th: The Palace of Great Happiness (B, L, D)
Pungthang Dechen Phodrang (Punakha Dzong for short), is one of the most famous
temples in Bhutan and
its name alone helps us
understand why.
Translating to the
“Palace of Great
Happiness”, it’s
arguably the country’s
most beautiful building,
especially in spring
when the lilac-colored
jacaranda trees bring a
lush sensuality to the
dzong’s
characteristically towering whitewashed walls. What’s more, in 1907 Punakha Dzong
was the site of the coronation of Ugyen Wangchuck, the first King of Bhutan, and all
subsequent kings have been crowned here making it a sacred place for the royal lineage.
A short drive from our hotel, located on the confluence of Phochu and Mochu rivers,
takes us to Punakha Dzong. It was constructed by Zhabdrung Ngawang Namgyal in 1637
to 1638. The dzong was damaged
by floods, earthquakes, and fires
several times but rebuilt each time
to its original grandeur. In addition
to being the location of coronations
for Bhutan’s royal families, the
dzong houses the most sacred relics
of the Drukpa Kagyu School,
including the Rangjung Kasarpani
and the mummified remains of
Zhabdrung Zhabdrung Ngawang
Namgyal who passed away here in
1651.
Before heading back to the hotel, we’ll drive 30 minutes up the road for some incredible
views from the mountain-side Khamsum Yule Namgyel Temple. The remainder of the
day is at leisure back at the hotel before a delicious meal will be enjoyed together before
turning in for the day.
Day 12, Monday September 21st: The Old Watchtower & Her Beautiful Dzong (B,
L, D)
After breakfast this morning we’ll make our way toward Paro, known as the “Gateway to
the Himalayan Kingdom”. This is
where we flew in a few days prior and
has the only international airport in the
country (hence the nickname).

Paro
The charming town of Paro,
“gateway” to the last Himalayan
Kingdom, lies on the banks of the
Paro (or Pa) Chhu, just a short
distance northwest of the
imposing Paro Dzong. The main
street, only built in 1985, is lined

with colorfully painted wooden shop fronts and restaurants, though these appear
under threat as the town grows and multistory concrete buildings continue to
propagate. For now Paro remains one of the best Bhutanese towns to explore on
foot ” – Lonely Planet

As we arrive into town we’ll first visit Ta Dzong, also known as the Old Watchtower.
Originally built to defend Rinpung Dzong during intervalley wars of the 17th century, it
was inaugurated as Bhutan’s National Museum in 1968. Fascinating collections of art,
relics, religious thangkha paintings, and Bhutan’s exquisite postage stamps are found
inside. Equally impressive are the stunning views of the valley we’ll see and photograph
from the lookout areas around the tower.
From here we move down the
mountain to Rinpung Dzong, the
fortress monastery guarded by the
Old Watchtower from where we
just came. With a long and
fascinating history beginning with
its construction in 1646 by
Shabdrung Ngawang Namgyal, the
first spiritual and temporal ruler of
Bhutan, the dzong houses the
monastic body of Paro, the office of
the dzongda (district administrative
head), and thrimpon (judge) of Paro
district. This architectural wonder and the life around it are not to be missed and a must to
photograph!
Finally, in the late afternoon we’ll check into our charming boutique resort right on the
river and settle in for the remainder of the day. Feel free to explore the amazing nature
around the hotel or get a transfer into old town to wander the colorful streets. Tonight
we’ll get together for dinner with the group.
Day 13, Tuesday September 22nd:
The Tiger’s Nest (B, L, D)
Taktsang Monastary, AKA Tiger’s
Nest
This incredible feat of human
architecture and pure will has
a name to match and is
deservedly one of the most
venerated and famous of
Bhutan’s monasteries.
Located on the face of a 3000 ft sheer cliff, it is an unmissable masterpiece.
Our last full day in this special
country will be one of the most
memorable of the whole trip. Eat a
hearty breakfast this morning
because today’s adventure will be
a calorie burner. A short drive
takes us to the starting point for
the hike to the “nest”. When a
monastery masterpiece is built on
a sheer cliff there are no roads to

get there, but this makes the adventure so much better!
We have all day and will take our time getting to Taktsang. Everyone should be able to
enjoy this unique experience because those who wish to take the easier “route” can
hire a mule! (cost TBD and paid onsite)
During the walk (or mule ride), savor the views and snap some shots of the monastery as
we make our way to the first resting point. This is the
most difficult part of the trek because it’s fairly steep
and stays that way for about an hour. We’ll enjoy a
break with a well-deserved cup of tea and biscuits and
phenomenal views of the monastery before continuing
onward. The next 45 minutes continue upward to an
incredible observation point for photos and another
break. This vantage point offers a spectacular view
and it appears as if we can almost reach out and touch
the Tiger’s Nest. In fact, it would only be a short walk
from here if it weren’t for the deep chasm in-between
us and this architectural wonder. But we are getting
close at last and more than 75% of the way there! The
last leg takes us down a set of stairs to a beautiful
waterfall plunging down the deep chasm we’re
traversing. Alongside is a unique retreat hermitage
jammed dramatically into a rock crevice for awesome
photos. The final push is a flight of steps up to the
monastery and we have arrived
Once inside the monastery, shrines are everywhere but only with a few resident monks
tending to them. We’ll enjoy the peace and serenity of this remarkable place before
heading back outside to the stunning landscapes all around. On the way back down, we’ll
stop at a little restaurant on the side
of the mountain for lunch. With our
energy replenished, the remainder
of the way takes only 30 minutes
back to our starting point.
*Please note: At any point on the
journey you will be able to turn
around with one of our guides if you
find it too difficult. The way back is
almost all down and much easier
takes half the time.
Back at the hotel, let’s celebrate this
amazing, once-in-a-lifetime
experience we’ve shared together. The remainder of the day is at leisure before our final
night’s farewell dinner to reminisce and reflect on the multitude of adventures we’ve
enjoyed!
Day 14, Wednesday September 23rd: Returning from the Great Himalayan
Kingdoms (B)
After breakfast this morning we’ll make our way back to the Paro International Airport
for our included flight to Kathmandu. On arrival at the Nepal International airport it’s
time to say goodbye to our travel buddies until the next adventure.

*Important: We’ll be flying into AND out of Kathmandu International airport (KTM) on
this adventure so please book your flights accordingly. The arrival time windows needed
for the included group transfer will be sent to the group approximately 4 months prior to
the trip. *DO NOT book your return flight home on September 23rd before 11 AM.

Inclusions/Exclusions
What’s Included?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

13 nights/14 days accommodations throughout
4 Domestic Airfares
(Kathmandu → Pokhara / Chitwan → Kathmandu / Kathmandu → Paro / Paro →
Kathmandu)
All privately guided tours and activities as listed in the itinerary (unless otherwise
specified)
All transportation as listed in the itinerary
Air-conditioned transportation throughout
Breakfast every day
11 Dinners, 8 Lunches (All Inclusive Bhutan portion) *beverages are not
included with meals unless otherwise specified
Bottled water during drives
Bell Boy/Porter gratuities throughout
Royal Government of Bhutan visa fees
All taxes, fees, and transfers included

Not Included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

International Airfare
Nepal Visa Fees, 25.00 USD (Visa Required on arrival:
http://www.nepalimmigration.gov.np/page/tourist-visa)
Items of a personal nature
Optional activities stated above and any fees associated with activities on your
own
Costs for meals not included
Beverages are not included with meals unless specifically stated in itinerary
Any additional transportation, camera fees, items of personal nature, etc. not
listed in the above itinerary
Travel Insurance *Highly recommended; Email steve@photoflytravel.com for
more information.

Things to Know:
•
•
•

Bhutan is a tobacco free country and hence tobacco is not easily available. One
can carry up to 250 cigarettes for personal use by declaring at customs upon
arrival and paying appropriate duty of 200%.
One bottle of liquor per person is allowed to be imported duty free.
We provide bottled water drives (two bottles per person, per day), however other
beverages are chargeable.

*Special Note:
Although extremely unlikely, below rates are subject to change due to tariff revision by
Tourism Council of Bhutan (TCB), major exchange rate fluctuation, royalty or visa fee
revision or in case new taxes are being imposed by govt. of Bhutan.

Accommodations:
1. Kathmandu: Aloft Kathmandu Thamel
Website: https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/ktmal-aloft-kathmandu-thamel/
Trip Advisor: https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g293890-d17767612Reviews-Aloft_Kathmandu_ThamelKathmandu_Kathmandu_Valley_Bagmati_Zone_Central_Region.html
2. Pokhara: Atithi Resort & Spa
Website: http://www.atithiresort.com/
Trip Advisor: https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g293891-d3573018Reviews-Atithi_Resort_Spa-Pokhara_Gandaki_Zone_Western_Region.html
3. Chitwan: Tiger Land Safari Resort
Website: https://tigerlandsafarinepal.com/
Trip Advisor: https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g293892-d3154801Reviews-Tigerland_Safari_ResortChitwan_National_Park_Chitwan_District_Narayani_Zone_Central_R.html
4. Thimpu: Hotel Osel
Website: http://www.oselbhutan.com/
Trip Advisor: https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g293845-d7133858Reviews-Osel-Thimphu_Thimphu_District.html
5. Punakha: Drubchhu Resort
Website: https://drubchhu.com/
Trip Advisor: https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g469429-d6764561Reviews-Drubchhu_Resort-Punakha_Punakha_District.html
6. Paro: Tashi Namgay Resort
Website: http://www.tashinamgayresort.com/
Trip Advisor: https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g321541-d1568275Reviews-Tashi_Namgay_Resort-Paro_Paro_District.html
*Accommodations subject to change based on availability

Price: $3,595.00
Single Supplement: $578.00
OR
*Refundable Deposit: 600.00
*For our solo travelers we will pair you up with someone of the same sex unless single
occupancy is requested.
Please go to https://www.photoflytravel.org/nepal-bhutan-group-tours/ to sign up OR
mail check to Local Planet Travel:
Local Planet Travel
105 Swallowtail Pl
Greenville, SC 29607
Cancellation Policy & Refunds
*There is a $100.00 administrative fee for all cancellations. Cancellations made 120
days or more prior to departure are fully refundable except for the $100 fee.
Cancellations less than 120 days prior to departure date will receive no refund of full
amount due. No refunds on unused portions of the tour. Credit card fees and paypal
processing fees cannot be refunded. After airline tickets are issued, airline cancellations
are per the airline’s policy and are usually non-refundable and changeable with a fee
plus new ticket price.
*Hotels subject to change based on availability

PhotoFly Travel Club
Club Organizer: Steve Juba
978 479 4527
steve@photoflytravel.com
Members Site: http://www.photoflytravel.org/

